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Characteristics 

Not all relationships are romantic. Not all relationships are 
good (or healthy) and so its important people know the 

difference between “toxic” and “healthy” relationships. It is 

important to avoid toxic relationships with friends, family 
and partners as studies have shown they have an adverse 

effect on the physical and/or mental health of those in them.  

Toxic relationships Healthy relationships 

•  Put one person before the other 
by neglecting yourself or your partner 

•  Feel pressure to change who 
you are for the other person 

•  Feel worried when you disagree 
with the other person 

•  Feel pressure to quit activities 
you usually/used to enjoy 

•  Pressure the other person into 
agreeing with you or changing to suit 
you better 

•  Notice one of you has to justify 
your actions (e.g., where you go, who 
you see) 

•  Notice arguments are not settled 
fairly 

•  Experience yelling or physical 
violence during an argument 

•  Attempt to control or manipulate 
each other 

•  Do not make time to spend with 
one another 

•  Experience a lack of fairness 
and equality 

•  Maintain relationships with 
friends and family 

•  Have activities apart from one 
another 

•  Are able to express 
yourselves to one another without 
fear of consequences 

•  Are able to feel secure and 
comfortable 

•  Take interest in one another’s 
activities 

•  Do not worry about violence 
in the relationship 

•  Trust each other and be 
honest with each other 

•  Have the option of privacy 

•  Resolve conflict fairly: 
Fighting is part of even healthy 
relationships, the difference is how 
the conflict is handled. Fighting fairly 
is an important skill you help you 
have healthier relationships. 

 

Toxic relationships Healthy relationships 

• Insecurity 

• Insults 

• Anger  

• Temper 

• Pity 

• Passive aggression 

• Overreaction  

• Dependence 

• Control 

• Possessiveness 

• Paranoia 

• Fighting (excessive and petty) 

• Anxiety 

• Trust  

• Respect  

• Honesty 

• Support 

• Fairness/equality 

• Separate identities 

• Good communication 

• A sense of playfulness/fondness 

• Self-care 

• Self esteem 

• Independence 

• boundaries 

• Maintain other relationships 

 



 

 

  Marriage vs. Living together 

You don’t have to be married to live together and yet some married couples choose to stay apart until after 

marriage. There are also those who prefer to live together but not officially marry. Here are the disadvantages 

and advantages of just living together and marriage. 

 Advantages  Disadvantages 

Living together • You don’t pay two sets of rent 

and can split bills but aren’t 
completely dependent on each 

other.  

• Freedom to end things if they 

aren't working out. 

• Marriage doesn't seem so scary 
anymore.   

• Bonding on a deeper level.   

• You learn more about your 

partner.   

• More communication.  

• Spending more time Together. 

Live-in relationships allow you 
both to spend a lot more time 

together.  

• Couples that live together 

before marriage tend to be less 
satisfied in their personal lives. 

• Those who live together before 

marriage tend to have unhappier 

marriages. 

• There are higher instances of 
infidelity and not connecting as 

well as they should be. 

• Those who live together before 

marriage are least likely to 

marry each other. 

• Forty percent of couples who 

live together will end their 

relationships before marriage 

Marriage • Marriage lowers the risk that 

both men and women will 

become victims of violence, 

including domestic violence.  

• Married people live longer and 
healthier lives. The power of 

marriage is particularly evident 

in late middle age.  

• Children lead healthier, longer 
lives if parents get and stay 

married. 

• Men today tend to think of 

marriage as a consumption 
item—a financial burden 

•  Marriage increases sexual 

fidelity. Cohabiting men are 

four times more likely to cheat 
than husbands, and cohabiting 

women are eight times more 

likely to cheat than wives. 

•  Marriage is good for your 
mental health. Married men and 

women are less depressed, less 

anxious, and less 

psychologically distressed than 
single, divorced, or widowed 

Americans.  

•  Marriage binds your life's past, 

present, and future together. 

The legalities of it alone are 

daunting. When filling out tax 
forms, you no longer choose 

"single." You are responsible 

for someone else's behaviour.  

• A person shouldn't have to bind 
themselves legally to their 

partner to prove love and 

monogamy. And historically, 
married women had fewer 

rights and it was used to 

establish the legitimacy of 

offspring...not to mention to 
clarify property rights.  

• Weddings are out of control and 

can cost way too much. It's 

already a big deal to decide to 
get married, but then you have 

to decide about how you're 

going to impress and honour all 
your friends and family, too.  

• High divorce rates. 

• After marriage comes the 

pressure to have children.  

 



 

 

  

Case Study 

Arranged marriage 

Traditionally, arranged marriages began from a need to find husbands and wives for those living in poverty and in villages. 

Travel was rare and people soon ran out of people to marry they were not related to. 

 
Hindu teachings forbid people marrying anyone less than seven genetic steps removed; this means they cannot marry even 

distant cousins. This is taken seriously and the first thing many Hindus check about a suitable partner is whether they are related 

- even distantly. In the past, research relied on information from travelers or visitors about people in other villages. Sometimes, 
marriages would be arranged without the couple meeting beforehand, because they couldn't afford to travel. 

 

Another motivation was that parents wanted to create a second family for their children, in case they died while the children 

were still young. A marriage may have been arranged while the children were very young. 

ONE GEORGIA COUPLE SAYS THAT MARRIAGE IS ABOUT LOVE, EVEN WHEN IT'S ARRANGED 

For one couple living in Alpharetta, Valentine's Day roughly coincides with their wedding anniversary — and a marriage 

arranged by their parents. Some might hear a story of arranged marriage and assume that love plays a secondary role, but Anitha 

and Subbu would disagree. 
 

Both Anitha and Subbu are from southern India, where arranged marriages are part of the cultural fabric and remain common. 

Living in the United States, however, the origin of their union draws questions. Anitha says that when she divulges that she has 
an arranged marriage, she gets reactions that range from inquisitive to confused.  

 

“It’s definitely like, 'Oh, okay, arranged marriage — what was that like? How can you even marry someone you’ve never met 

before?'”  

 

In the West, the phrase “arranged marriage” evokes images of forced unions based on familial alliances. But for a younger 

generation of Indian couples, the modern arranged marriage has taken a decidedly different turn — and it’s one that may sound 

familiar to many Americans. 

 

“We’re a matrimonial website success story,” Anitha said, with a laugh. 

Their families created profiles for each of them and registered them on matrimonial websites. Once they determined there was a 

suitable match, they put Anitha and Subbu in touch. At the time, Subbu was living in the United States, while Anitha was still 

back in India. 
 

“I still remember the very first time I talked to her,” Subbu recollected. “It was supposed to be an introductory call, so we didn’t 

expect the call to go beyond five minutes. We ended up talking for almost two hours; typically, you don’t do that to a stranger.” 

 

The two sustained their interest long-distance for two months, until Subbu traveled to India to meet Anitha for the first time. 

Even a generation or two ago, meeting your spouse before getting married wasn’t just uncommon, but forbidden. However, 

times have changed, and courtship periods are more common in the modern era. 
 

Still, plenty of people have heard horror stories of arranged marriages gone wrong, and it’s true that some of these unions don’t 

work out. But Subbu believes that there are fundamental misunderstandings of how arranged marriages work — specifically, 
that people are being forced to get married to each other. 

 

“I think Hollywood plays a big part in that misconception  The key difference between love and arranged marriage [is], parents 

need to bless that relationship as well. Otherwise, the love element is intact; it’s similar to the western marriages.” 

Source: https://www.gpbnews.org/post/one-georgia-couple-

says-marriage-about-love-even-when-its-arranged 



 

 

 Personal Opinion 

Personally, I think it is important to identify toxic relationships and break them up before they have an 

adverse effect on the participating parties’ health. Healthy relationships are important and it is important to 

be honest and open with your partner. As Stephen Covey said “trust is the glue of life. It’s the most essential 

ingredient in effective communication. It’s the foundational principle that holds all relationships.” I agree 

with this statement because trust is needed to be open with each other and without trust, we would be lost. 

 

My parents are married and happy, but I don’t like that marriage benefits men more than women, both 

physically and mentally, married men are less likely to have metabolic syndrome than unmarried men, but 

there are no health benefits for women, even some studies showing that it decreases the female lifespan. 

Married men have been found to be less stressed than unmarried men, yet married women have been found 

to be under immense pressure not only to have kids but to raise and provide for them. In 2019 the telegraph 

estimated the value of a housewife was £159,137 per year because of the services she provides to her 

partner and family (see pie chart), considering that there are 2 million housewives in the U.K. alone this is 

extremely impressive. If I was going to get married I would not only be honest and open with my partner I 

would expect to be seen as their equal and treated as such division of labour, etc. 

 

As I stated before if I was going to be married, I want to be treated like an equal and as such I would not 

participate in an arranged marriage because I feel it is an outdated system and I don’t believe in treating 

people like goods to be exchanged and traded. However, I do respect unions like Anitha and Subbu’s it is 

their right to marry who they want and exercise their religious freedom, it’s lovely that they found love but I 

don’t believe I would let someone else decide my fate like that. 


